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About This Software

JugiPaint is a painting software with diverse tools for various illustration works. It provides many standard digital painting
features like layers, brushes, selections, transformations, etc., as well as some less often like guide layers and panels. The raster

based painting and editing capabilities are supplemented with powerful tools for creating vector based line art.
JugiPaint is the successor of Comicado and is also well suited for creating comics.

Key features:
- a versatile brush system which powers a wide range of brushes with a high level of customization

- vector drawing
- filter layers
- text layers

- guide layers - perspective and simple mannequin
- layered panels for comics creation

- rulers
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Title: JugiPaint
Genre: Design & Illustration
Developer:
Jugilus
Publisher:
Jugilus
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows Vista,7,8,10

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 50 GB available space

Additional Notes: graphic tablet with wintab drivers required

English
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Not happy with the game. Its a decent concept. Needs to be smothed out better and more developed. Tutorial is lacking. I'd pay
99 cents for it maybe. I've spent 30 minutes and I'm bored already and somewhat confused.

ALSO! SAVE MY SOUND SETTINGS!

OMFG. I'm watching a show, and get defeated, and them BAM full blast music from the game blasting out. This is enough to
make me ask for a refund.

You can actually get stuck on the tutorial. If you reseaerched extra, you won't have enough wood to make. Possibly the most
boring top down shooter I've ever played. There are three players ships that all nearly look identical, the weapons are uninspired,
and the objectives are go here, survive, then go here.

I returned to this game in an effort to give it one hour of gameplay. It is still very boring, repetitive, and pointless. The only good
thing in this back is the background. I also remember that I did not say that there is a bug when starting a level where you cannot
move. You will need to exit the level and restart it to regain movement. I absolutely do not recommend this game.

Pros:
Great looking backgrounds.

Cons:
Repetitive Music
LackLuster Level Design
Lack Luster Ship Design

Do you get one Hour of gameplay per $6 paid?: Yes. Game is cheap, you will at least get an hour out of it.

Ease of 100%: Very Easy, No achievements
(100% Being all achievements, Unlocks, Upgrades, Ect.). Movement is incredible slow. Turning is tied to the way your head is
facing.

Also the game disables my vives chaperone.. doesnt work anymore, since windows 10 updated. a bit perturbed.... Very charming
game full of atmosphere and nice little touches, rustling leaves and long swaying grass. Despite the obvious Dark souls
influence, things such as Wonderboy in Monster world, Shadow of the beast and Rastan come through. The music is very nice
as well and doesnt outstay it's welcome; giving the excellent sfx and sound design time to do there magic.

The developers passion really comes though. If not for the pixels this could be some kind of a watercolor, which I think would
have suited it well but the graphics will win you over, trust me, dont underestimate the charm.
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I'm not a major fan of the first boss (i left the game a year after my first encounter) but the second one had me on the edge of
my seat and was pretty inventive... and then it turns into an open world and there are other islands , wha !! There is easily over 8
hours content.

I have only scratched the surface.. Nice game if you enjoy this sort of thing, really cheap and has cards ++. This game is a true
work of art. You know you're getting quality when the person running the server sets your framerate. 9/10 because there is no
10 pack available. One of the best shmups i\u00b4ve ever played <3
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This game is alot of fun, but I will explain why it is, and what somethings I wouldn't mind in the furture for this game.
1)The pixel artstyle is nice, and nothing is too dark, or saterated by things of the background, and the foreground
2)Models looks nice, and the characters are all nicely designed
3)The varity of enemies is a good touch, and their designs fit the place their in. Nothing is too over the top with them
4)Combat is fun, and has you to learn their patterns, moves, and work up your reflexs
5)Sound design is great, and the music fits each place you go to.(For example dark, and rough in the industrial parts, and calm,
but mysterious in the ice caves)
Now for things I wouldn't mind seeing(Opinon)
1)Using the other 3 characters, Each one have a unique twist, one whos teleportation is a click there, the manes teleportation
staying the same, another using a shifting teleportation(teleport their, but only for a limited time)
2) Having the flashlight be a bit more brightcause soem areas are too dark, mroe torches, or a better flash light.
3) Work with the menu when it coems to using a mouse. Sometimes I click load game, and it goes to options.
Overall. I highly recommend it, and I hope this game succeds further into the year.. This is a fun and polished (coop) rougelite
platformer, and I have no idea why it is sitting at just 5 Steam reviews.

Edit: it's also really challenging later on. Beware!. This is a pure Asset flip of 
https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/87301 which comes with full source code. They didn't even bother
changing the name.
Zonitron uploaded the exact same game under 3 different names before they got banned by Valve.

All you do here is click in the general direction of enemies. Half of your playtime will come from watching the level switch
animations.. I love the game but i dont know how to change guns like from sawed-off to spas. Please help. Very relaxing
minimalist game, somewhat platforming, somewhat walking simulator, with beautiful piano music. Took me 41 minutes to
complete, and that included checking every space to make sure I didn't miss any orbs. Didn't encounter any bugs, but did notice
a few misspellings ("affraid" and "loose" instead of "lose") which didn't detract from it. It's not a typical game, as there's really
no win\/lose, no enemies or serious obstacles, no puzzles, etc. It's just you, walking along, collecting orbs and reading messages,
and moving up the levels. It won't be your "I have to play this!" game, but it's a nice, positive way to relax and take a break.
Definitely recommended.
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